XS Brokers Web Design

Tools: Photoshop & Illustrator
After reaching agreement with clients on website
structures and contents, I moved onto web design.
Based on the initial guidelines given by clients, I
created three designs all sharing same order, brand
color and theme, but with features ranging from classic
to contemporary.

The bottom left design is very classic and highly
adaptable to mobile version. The design on the bottom
right side contains interactive color shifting buttons
instead of the traditional buttons. Diagonal separation
lines are also used to make the appearance more
interesting. The very creative on the right is composed
of free-floating content boxes which reduce the blocky
feeling of most websites.
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UnityB2B Logo & Website

Tools: Illustrator, XMind, Adobe XD and SquareSpace
UnityB2B is an online supplier portal built and sold
under Advoqt Tech Company. I was in charge of
designing its logo and website. Market research
showed the platform would be primarily used by
middle-aged customers with less technical experience.
Based on this, the marketing team and I crafted several
target audience personas, clarified the app function
and market position, and created the content for the
website.
For this web design, I presented complicated data
through visualization and simplified background to
guide attention to the contents. Control complexity
from user’s end was also minimized to deliver
straightforward answers. I tested the website on
various devices (cell phone, tablet and computer) to
make sure it functioned properly.
For logo design, I started by combining platform name
“UnityB2B” with several design elements. These include
upward pointing arrows representing entrepreneurial
spirit and connected lines representing the
collaborative nature of B2B. 3D geometric effect and
special typography were applied in some designs
to polish the effects. For the color palette, I used a
combination of gradient color and flat color to give an
active touch without compromising readability.

Watertown Savings Bank Web Design

Tools: Photoshop & Illustrator
Banking website needs to manage a lot of information
while be easy to use for people of different
backgrounds and ages.
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Juice Advisor Website

XMind, Adobe XD & SquareSpace
After a thorough communication with my client, I
understood that she wanted a minimalist style for the
website of her startup consulting company. Therefore
the task was to create a website that could functionally
present detail contents and also adaptable for future
extensions such as scheduling the appointment and
embedding CTA. Client also required the website to
be easy to manage for daily updates. To meet those
requests, I used XMind to categorize main contents
into functional units and to build logic connections
between them.
After reaching consensus with client on the XMind
sitemap, I created the wireframe using Adobe
XD, where contents were organized in layout with
media elements. Wireframe also allowed clients to
click through different pages to review how specific
functions worked such as emails, blogs, videos,
whitepaper, etc.
For website development, I chose SquareSpace
over WordPress for its visualized and easy-to-use
nature, which matched better with the client’s need. I
developed the website into three different styles based
on the sitemap and wireframe and clients loved them
all. Eventually, we settled on one design with huge font
and footage video highlighting the company’s branding.
The visualized platform of SquareSpace indeed helped
to ease clients’ worries about lacking IT expertise, and I
provided training for their team on how to do updates
and maintenance.
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K-Zone Radio Web Design

Photoshop & Illustrator
Part of the defining qualities of a good web designer is
the ability to understand and materialize the need of
clients. For a radio station website, several elements
are most important including live radio button,
program menu, advertisement, and sponsorship. So I
created three different designs with each emphasizing
on a different element. In the design on the right side,
live radio for Red Sox is highlighted with a gorgeous
image which would catch people’s attention right away.
The bottom left design has a clear layout of various
radio programs on top which people can easily click
on and listen to. The menu bars of top news and
sports center are followed by a list of hot topics for
easy navigation. Moreover, this neat layout has great
compatibility with mobile device.
In the bottom right design, programs are organized
more interestingly. The background image could
change into the program that people move their
pointer over. The lines and color are of a more solemn
style to give a classic feeling.
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Encore Casino Transportation App

Tools: Xmind and Adobe XD
The Encore Boston Harbor, a luxury resort and casino,
will open soon in Boston and our company Advoqt
was developing a bus app for them to facilitate the
transportation of customers to the resort.
As the UI/UX designer for the application, I
communicated with the resort to confirm that the
goal for this app was to ensure timely communication
and coordination among three groups of people, the
administrators, the bus drivers, and the passengers.
Therefore, the app should have three different user
interfaces. Using XMind, I created a diagram to state
the goals on each interface and how they should
connect and communicate to each other. I circulated
the sitemap to clients and app developers for their
feedbacks.
After reaching agreement on app structure and
function, I created the wireframe using the Adobe XD
for clients to review. Considering Encore customers
may have great age and culture diversity, my designing
goal was to be user-friendly and efficient. For example,
I designed the interface to be multilingual, included
Casino Point as option for payments and also replaced
paper tickets with QR code to reduce material and time
cost.
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Web Design Trend Infographic

Tools: Illustrator
This infographic is to illustrate current web design
trend which requires more words to explain. So this
infographic needs a neat and spacious layout to
incorporate information. After a few tries, I picked
a stable left to right style, and chose the company’s
brand color to separate contents. As a designer,
creating the illustrations of design trend itself was a
very interesting challenge. To make sure readers will
not just get to attracted by illustrations, I pined trend
description on the left to catch the eye flow from left to
right.

Adcole Brochure Design

Tools: Photoshop & Illustrator
This project was to create a brochure temple that
could be modified to incorporate various products
from client’s company. So I created a systemic
guideline for fonts, size, description highlight,
paragraph separation, quotes, bullet points, tables,
icons and combined examples.

After creating the guideline, I focused on color,
shape and layout. Their original company colors
were too dark, so I slightly enhanced the color tone
and decreased the opacity so that they appear more
delightful and readable when overlaid with each other.
Their old brochure consisted of long lists of dense
words, which I broke down to different pages and left
more space to rest eye.
The middle version is the one that client liked the most
and eventually developed as the final product. I used
transparent parallel shapes to highlight important
information and also used high resolution images of
instruments as background. The red color in their
logo was very eye catching. So I used it to brighten the
brochure and catch attention.
The layout of this template is different from the other
two. To help users to better navigate, I created a
sidebar on the left to summarize information with
detail contents displaying on the right. Stable triangle
shapes were used as surrounding decorations, which
could direct attention toward the center content. The
strong brand color was applied on the title and quotes
to catch attention and a softer light gray color was
used for the rest of text for easy reading.

Professional Web Design Infographic

Tools: Illustrator
This infographic is to highlight the impact of
professional web design on business. To stay creative,
I tried to break from my comfort zone by limiting the
use of colorful illustrations. Instead, I considered part
of messages as illustration, and carefully managed
the layout and space for each message. So the
transformed shapes were balanced and orchestrated
to communicate the information.
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Advoqt Tech Company Rebranding

Tools: Illustrator, Adobe XD, Wordpress, Illustrator &
PowePoint
I started the rebranding process of Advoqt with
Logo design. I redesigned the logo by doing the 3D
geometric transformation of the “a” letter in Advoqt,
which generated an optical illusion of being both
indented and sticking out. I believe attractive graphic
is the best world language that can leave a long-lasting
impression. I also chose bright orange instead of the
common blue often used in other tech companies, to
make the design stand out.
For the business card, I avoided wordiness and tried to
give a clear and strong impression by highlighting the
logo and keywords. I also left fair space at the back of
the card for clients to leave their notes, which was a
very useful function according to the marketing team.
For the “HACKATHON” cybersecurity event poster, long
paragraphs of description were required, because of
the highly technical nature of the field. To make the
poster easy to read, I kept the layout clear, broke down
long paragraphs with bullet points and highlighted
interesting facts. To save space for contents and
also to make the poster more interesting, I inserted
computer image on the edge. Green vertical lines of
coding were raining down from the computer screen,
signifying a hacked computer and emphasizing the
importance of cybersecurity.
For Website, I used Adobe XD to build information
structure with an emphasis on giving our marketing
team maximum support. To fulfill this goal, I carefully
built in sections for the call to action, white paper,
event registration, payment methods and google
analytics. Since Advoqt website is umbrella platform
hosting many separate product pages, I also paid
close attention to the logic flow and how clients and
customers could locate their product quickly.
For the Powerpoint, I worked closely with the presenter
and made sure each slide had the right amount of
information to support a smooth pace. In some case, I
needed to incorporate a large amount of information
into one slide. I used animation to separate the
contents and transformed some contents into the data
table and infographic.
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Professional Web Design Infographic

Illustrator
I designed several infographics for marketing purpose
of Web Design Boston. This one is to show categorized
data of digital buyer by their life styles. So I created
illustrations that blended daily life items with digital
usage data to put clients in a real life scenario and to
convey a simplified message. Different components
were connected by transparent electrical wires which
could lead reader’s attention flow. To highlight company’s characteristics, I applied company’s brand color as
a gradient background.
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